Institute tuition's rising; inflation cited as cause

By Barb Moore

Tuition for the 1974-75 academic year has been set at $3384, a 25% increase over the last year's tuition. This is the sixth increase in the past six years. The original estimate for 1974-75 was $3300, but this estimate was increased by increased overhead. The MIT administration cited rising fuel costs as the deciding factor in the tuition increase. Over the past month, heating oil costs for MIT have risen by 30%.

Traditionally, tuition for the next academic year which have been announced last summer however, this year's announcement was late due to uncertainty about fuel costs, and are short of the effects of phase 3.

Peter Richardson, Director of Admissions, stated that, "The important change this year will be in the equity level, not the change in tuition. The equity level is the level of aid below which no scholarships are given. A student's need below this level must be met by a combination of a part-time job and loan. The equity level for this academic year is $1750. When asked how this increase in the tuition level will affect the equity level, John Folinsby, Director of Student Financial Aid, said that the effects cannot yet be determined. The financial aid office must determine new need figures, as well as checking available funds for financial aid, before the effects of this increase can be decided.

In any single year, the equity level cannot be determined without more funding than that brought in by the increase in tuition alone, because endowment funds are fixed and are drawn from an additional source to supplement financial aid funds.

Richardson feels that a $250 increase in tuition will not cause a noticeable effect in applications to the Institute. Most of the institutions which compete with MIT in admissions (the Ivy League schools) are facing an 'equity level' at $1750. The parent's contribution, which should be the major part of contribution to prospective students, will not increase with tuition. The change may be instead in the size or type of self-help package received by the student.

The official announcement of the tuition increase will be made at a meeting Wednesday 3:30 pm in the Student Center. The meeting will be discussed in greater detail.

Loeb chides political system

By Bob Conlin

Several hundred BU and MIT students attended a reportedly pro-Isreal teach-in concerning the Middle East situation. The teach-in was relocated because of threats to "physically break it up."

Members of the May 11th Coalition, sponsors of the teach-in, said the Law Accident was locked up after the BU police received threats from "various Jewish groups." The gathering was moved to the Ziskin Lounge, despite signs posted opposing its cancellation.

The teach-in was supposed to be a "national discussion to bring out facts the American public doesn't know of." Two speakers, Nathan Katz, Abdullah Shor, and Ben Guzik, talked about Arab policies in the current war, the Palestinian situation, and the US role in the Middle East.

During the meeting, several hecklers flared insults at the speakers and repeatedly disrupted the proceedings. The speakers asked the crowd to ignore them, because they were trying to present a non-confrontational teach-in which could develop

Loeb's newspaper, the Union Leader, published the story that led to Senator Edward Muskie's resignation on the Watergate hearings. The story included an interview with Loeb.

Richardson feels that a $250 increase in tuition will not cause a noticeable effect in applications to the Institute. Most of the institutions which compete with MIT in admissions (the Ivy League schools) are facing an "equity level" at $1750. The parent's contribution, which should be the major part of contribution to prospective students, will not increase with tuition. The change may be instead in the size or type of self-help package received by the student.
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Comp Sci question: is a dep'n needed?

By Paul Schindler

Second of ten parts

Some Electrical Engineering (EE) faculty think that the Computer Science (CS) sections of that department is experiencing difficulties which could be resolved by formation of a second department.

One CS faculty member said, "In a crude way, this whole thing is an academic power struggle over who controls the budget. The current system is a notice able effect in where the budget will be
doing."

When asked about his views on reparations rights in convicted persons, he replied, "I'm against special privileges for reparations, I agree with Agnew on that point!

A plaque commemorating MIT's first location in downtown Boston was recently moved and reared by Kennedy's Department Store. It was previously on the Harvard Street side, where few people saw it. It is now in the main entrance on Summer Street.
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